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Abstract

With the development of computer technology, speech synthesis techniques are becoming

increasingly sophisticated. Speech cloning can be performed as a subtask of speech syn-

thesis technology by using deep learning techniques to extract acoustic information from

human voices and combine it with text to output a natural human voice. However, traditional

speech cloning technology still has certain limitations; excessively large text inputs cannot

be adequately processed, and the synthesized audio may include noise artifacts like breaks

and unclear phrases. In this study, we add a text determination module to a synthesizer

module to process words the model has not included. The original model uses fuzzy pronun-

ciation for such words, which is not only meaningless but also affects the entire sentence.

Thus, we improve the model by splitting the letters and pronouncing them separately.

Finally, we also improved the preprocessing and waveform conversion modules of the syn-

thesizer. We replace the pre-net module of the synthesizer and use an upgraded noise

reduction algorithm combined with the SV2TTS framework to achieve a system with supe-

rior speech synthesis performance. Here, we focus on improving the performance of the

synthesizer module to achieve higher-quality speech synthesis audio output.

Introduction

Speech synthesis originated from text-to-speech (TTS) [1]. The framework of the TTS model-

ing is mainly divided into text analysis, acoustic model, and vocoder. On the basis of PixelRNN

[2] and PixelCNN [3], the WaveNet model is developed as a speech backend processing mod-

ule. The WaveNet model is widely mentioned in the literature [4]. However, WaveNet is not

an end-to-end model; it is an efficient waveform generation model based on deep learning,

including gating mechanism and residual connections. In particular, WaveNet only replaces

the backend part of the traditional TTS pipeline [5]. Other effective models have also been pro-

posed, such as Deepvoice, but neither of these approaches achieves complete end-to-end

speech processing. In 2017, Google reached a major milestone in speech synthesis, developing

the first end-to-end speech model called Tacotron [6]. The improved Tacotron2 consists of

two parts: a synthesizer and a modified algorithm of the WaveNet model [7]. By referring to

the WaveNet model, the naturalness of the generated speech can be significantly improved,

and some people even think that the output speech sounds more natural than the human
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voice. However, this system still has some limitations, not the least of which is its very limited

speed.

In response to this problem, some researchers proposed a new model called Fastspeech

with reference to TransformerTTS [8]. It greatly improves the synthesis speed of audio while

ensuring a certain quality of audio. Then, some researchers proposed the Fastspeech2 model,

introducing more inputs to control the quality of synthesized audio [9]. After solving the prob-

lem of synthesis speed, researchers began to explore the naturalness of synthesized audio.

To bridge the gap between synthetic audio and natural human voice, in recent years, a new

framework based on Tacotron2 has been proposed, called SV2TTS. This framework makes use

of most of the components of Tacotron but uses GE2E loss and WaveNet models. This allows

the framework to extract a speaker’s voice features for speech synthesis work in less than 5 sec-

onds. SV2TTS has a significant advantage in extracting speaker features. Once it has extracted

enough features, the method can produce more effective audio results based on the input text.

This audio sounds like the speaker’s voice. Some researchers have proposed replacing the

WaveNet model with a WaveRNN-like model to achieve faster and better speech synthesis

[10].

SV2TTS performs a different task compared to Tacotron2. The task of Tacotron series

focuses more on text-to-speech. In contrast, SV2TTS provides new insights into speech clon-

ing. Thus, SV2TTS replaces the text analysis module of Tacotron2 with a speaker encoder

module. Among the three modules of SV2TTS, the speaker encoder comprises a newly created

function module that can extract speaker features, which can be added to the synthesizer oper-

ations. The other two modules are similar to those of Tacotron2. SV2TTS is a crucial develop-

ment in the field of natural language processing, which opens up a completely new task for

natural language processing and is currently a new target for most researchers in the field of

natural speech processing. Research on its three modules has also been performed gradually.

The result of this speech synthesis can determine the value of the desired embedding

based on the clusters in the embedding space. However, this also has some limitations. Some

researchers have constructed a speech-cloning framework by imitating the SV2TTS frame-

work, but the model still involves some defects, especially with waveform conversion [11]. In

this study, we address these defects by constructing a new acoustic model, adding two new

algorithms, and implementing a noise reduction function. The results of an experimental eval-

uation are provided to show that the proposed method achieved superior performance com-

pared to existing models.

The main contributions of this work are summarized as follows.

1. We propose a new algorithmic structure to process long sentences in speech cloning

systems.

2. We also provide a pronunciation algorithm structure for homemade words.

3. We also improve existing methods by replacing the preprocessing network module in the

synthesizer.

4. Our proposed approach enhances the audio quality of voice clones using a new noise reduc-

tion model combining multiple algorithms.

Voice cloning is an emerging technology with a wide range of application scenarios. Voice

cloning technology can significantly reduce the cost of media applications such as audiobooks,

as well as film and television dubbing. Naturally, its key significance lies in facilitating a sense

of anthropomorphic presence in human-computer interaction and advancing technological

development in the field of natural language processing. Given the current high level of
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interest in the concept of metaverses, speech cloning technology can also fill gaps in existing

metaverse concepts. In this study, we consider speech-cloning technology with the associated

ethical issues in mind. We hope that our research can contribute to the development of new

directions in natural language processing. The remainder of this study is organized as follows.

First, we briefly review the relevant literature. Then, we discuss the proposed approach in

terms of the new acoustic models, algorithms, and denoising functions provided. Finally, we

present the experimental results and related analyses and suggest possible avenues for further

research.

Related work

In 1939, Bell Labs introduced an electronic microphone called VODER, which used electronics

to simulate the sound resonance. Subsequently, the lab began to explore the possibility of

developing a machine to simulate the human voice. By 2009, methods to synthesize the human

voice mechanically were already being explored. However, these methods did not evolve

owing to the lack of computational technology at the time [12]. Later, some researchers also

explored the use of musical instruments to simulate the human voice. Nevertheless, the results

were not satisfactory [13].

The first wave of scientific research on speech synthesis was driven by early speech synthesis

techniques. These can be divided into three main approaches, including articulation [14, 15],

resonant peak [16], and tandem synthesis methods [17]. Among these, the tandem synthesis

methods include the PSOLA-synchronous waveform overlay technique of fundamental tones

and CHATR-speech splicing based on large-scale speech libraries. The idea of the vocal syn-

thesis method is to simulate the human voice by exploring the human vocal structure. How-

ever, the quality of the speech synthesized was not ideal due to realistic factors. The resonant

peak synthesis method is based on linguistic rules to simulate as closely as possible the reso-

nant peak structure and other spectral characteristics of human speech [11]. However, the

quality of the final synthesized speech leaves much to be desired. The tandem synthesis

method, often referred to as the splicing method, is based on the principle of retrieving a large

amount of speech audio from a database and then splicing the relevant retrieved audio through

some tandem methods to form a new speech waveform. This approach has the advantage of a

more natural sound and the disadvantage that the database must store a large number of

human voice samples, which is unrealistic.

All three methods mentioned above have certain limitations; thus, models based on innova-

tive ideas of speech synthesis have been developed; for example, the statistical parametric

speech synthesis method (SPSS) was created [18]. The main idea is that before the synthesis

phase of the model begins, the relevant acoustic parameters are generated by some methods,

which are needed for the subsequent phases. The SPSS comprises three main modules in SPSS:

text analysis, acoustic, and vocoder modules, which are respectively designed to analyze the

input text data, train speech features and parameters, and synthesize speech, respectively. This

idea provided a basis for subsequent innovation, among which an acoustic model based on a

hidden Markov model (HMM) has exhibited good results [19]. Compared with previous

methods, SPSS has several advantages; on the one hand, it generates more natural and flexible

audio, making it easy to modify parameters to control speech generation. On the other, it

requires less costly data and fewer recordings than tandem synthesis. However, SPSS also has

the disadvantage that the generated speech has low intelligibility due to artifacts, such as mur-

murs, hums, or noisy audio, and the generated voice is still robotically produced and can be

easily distinguished from human-recorded speech.
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With the development of deep learning, various models have begun to emerge. In particu-

lar, neural networks are being more widely adopted for speech synthesis.

The first and most notable example is the Tacotron model, which is the first end-to-end

TTS neural network model that only needs to input the corresponding text sequence to gener-

ate the associated Mel-spectrogram. Subsequently, the waveform is generated using the Grif-

fin-Lim algorithm. Moreover, a more natural result can be obtained using the CBHG module

and sequence encoder and decoder. Tacotron2 uses the WaveNet model to improve the previ-

ous generation of products. The final Griffin-Lim algorithm is replaced by a WaveNet-like

algorithm that improves the naturalness of the generated speech. At the same time, Tacotron2

does not use the CBHG module but uses the traditional LSTM and related convolutional layers

and adds some post-processing. After Tacotron and Tacotron2 were published, researchers

began to adjust and build new models based on these methods to pursue better experimental

results, such as ClariNet [20], FastSpeech 2s [21], and EATS [22]. SV2TTS is an improvement

of Tacotron2 that does not modify the Tacotron2 model structurally but changes the vocoder

part. Thus, SV2TTS is almost identical to Tacotron2 in the synthesizer encoder principle [23].

Similar to Tacotron2, in SV2TTS, the speech synthesis process is divided into three parts:

speaker encoder, synthesizer encoder, and vocoder encoder. It extracts speaker features

through a speaker encoder and outputs a melt spectrum through a synthesizer encoder.

Finally, SV2TTS uses a vocoder encoder to output the frequency-domain spectrum as a time-

domain waveform. Below, we introduce the relevant modules of SV2TTS.

The speaker encoder is composed of a 40-channel log Mel-spectrogram. The speaker’s

voice features are captured through recursive LSTM layers, and the final output is normalized.

In this case, the three LSTM layers are connected unidirectionally, and the output of each layer

is the input of another layer. In the system, this module is relatively smaller than the other two

and implements a simpler load work. When the 40-channel log Mel-spectrogram passes

through this module, a 256-element vector is outputted.

Then, the speaker’s embedding information captured by the speaker encoder is combined

with the input text information in the synthesizer to generate the Mel-spectrogram through

the same network architecture as Tacotron2. In this case, the text input synthesizer module is

combined with the output of the speaker encoder to form a tandem vector after vector conver-

sion and a three-layer convolution network followed by a bidirectional LSTM. Subsequently,

an attention mechanism with two unidirectional LSTM layers is projected into the Mel-spec-

trogram, which is then summed by a residual to output the Mel-spectrogram. In the proposed

approach, a text determination module is added between the text and the embedded informa-

tion to improve the pronunciation of speech clones on non-standard words.

Finally, the Mel-spectrogram is generated into a waveform by the WaveNet model in the

vocoder part. In SV2TTS, the vocoder part relies on the WaveNet model, which is the same as

Tacotron2. The main contribution of the proposed model is in the vocoder part. Here, we use

the WaveRNN model as the main structure of the vocoder and add a noise reduction function

to improve the effectiveness of the speech synthesis.

Framework and principles

The overall structural framework of this paper is shown in Fig 1. Here, we adopt the traditional

speech cloning structure: speaker encoder, synthesizer, and vocoder. In the training process,

we prioritize the speaker encoder, extract speaker embeddings, and add relevant embeddings

in the synthesizer training process. Moreover, we process the vocabulary during the synthesis

process so that the entire system can handle more complex words and phrases. The primary

function of the vocoder is to convert the melodic spectrogram into a waveform and output
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it as audio. Finally, we use a multi-algorithmic audio noise reduction to improve the audio

quality.

Structural framework

The core infrastructure is shown in Fig 2. The input audio is extracted using the acoustic

features, and the speech synthesis is performed within the synthesizer module. Finally, the

waveform is outputted by the vocoder. We also include some improvements to the vocoder

module. In this framework, WaveRNN can improve the synthesis speed of the waveform effec-

tively. Its basic principle is as follows:

TðxÞ ¼ jxj
XN

i¼1

ðaðopiÞ þ bðopiÞÞ ð1Þ

where x is the number of samples, α(opi) is the time required to compute at layer i, and β(opi)
is the computational overhead at layer i. This formula allows the model to form several samples

using short audio files.

Fig 1. Overall structural framework.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0283440.g001

Fig 2. Voice basic structure.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0283440.g002
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Synthesizer module improvements

In this study, we propose a method to overcome the limitations of existing synthesizer modules

in terms of long sentences and extra-lexicon processing and improve the overall framework.

Existing speech cloning models involve two flaws that significantly affect the effectiveness

of speech synthesis. The first is the processing of long sentences; owing to the limited function

of the attention mechanism, the synthesis of long sentences deteriorates the further the sen-

tences are processed. The second flaw is that the speech synthesis result is accompanied by

sound artifacts like murmurs, affecting the listening experience. As shown in Fig 3, we propose

a novel algorithmic improvement for long sentence processing in the synthesizer module by

slicing the sentences into shorter components.

In this study, a text extraction module is added to the synthesizer module to match and

compare the extracted text with the vocabulary list, extract and split the non-standard words

separately, and then backfill them and perform embedding value matching and phoneme stop-

ping on the modified text. After the text vector is combined with the embedded values, it

enters the convolutional network of the synthesizer for processing.

In the synthesizer module, the original project used a preprocessing model for the character

embedding vectors. The original pre-net network module consists of a neural network module

with multiple superimposed fully connected layers and a dropout parameter after each fully

connected layer to prevent overfitting. In this study, we replace the preprocessing module with

a fully-connected-one-dimensional convolutional network module. The fully connected layer

improves the generalization of the network structure but also introduces certain limitations.

The improved generalization capability also requires passing a large number of parameters,

significantly reducing the computational speed. Adding a convolutional layer then accelerates

the computational speed of the model, and the probability of overfitting is further reduced by

taking advantage of the ability of the convolutional layers to process a large number of parame-

ters efficiently.

Noise reduction treatment

In this study, we propose a new complex noise-reduction module integrated into the vocoder

module to improve the quality of speech synthesis. In the new noise reduction model, we fully

use advantages of multiple algorithms and combine multiple noise reduction algorithms to

improve the quality of speech systematically. Many traditional speech algorithms have been

developed, such as Wiener filtering and various speech enhancement algorithms. The log-

MMSE algorithm used above is computationally intensive. Nevertheless, it is also more effi-

cient. The experimental results have shown that it removed noise effectively.

Fig 3. Text slicing.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0283440.g003
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In this algorithm, we assume that the signal with noise in the time domain is y(n) = x(n) +

p(n), where x(n) is a pure and noiseless signal, and p(n) is a noisy signal. The formula changes

after transferring to the frequency domain, Y(ε) = X(ε)+ P(ε). The optimal log MMSE estima-

tor derived in this study is shown in Eq (2).

X̂b ¼
Zb

Zb þ 1
exp

1

2

Z1

Vk

e� t

t
dt

8
><

>:

9
>=

>;
YB ¼ GLSA Zb;Vbð ÞYB ð2Þ

In this formula, Vb ¼
Zb
Zbþ1

gb.

The function uses a priori SNR ηb and a posteriori SNR γb composes of GLSA(ηb, Vb).

Among these, Zb ¼
lxðYb

2Þ

ldðbÞ
gb ¼

Yb
2

ldðbÞ

λx(b) = E{|X (εb)|
2} is the variance of the bth spectral component of the pure signal X(ε).

Moreover, λd(b) = E{|X (εd)|2} represents the variance of the bth spectral component of the

noise signal. The other values are deduced from YB. The final derivation is expressed as Eq (3).

Zb mð Þ ¼ a
Xb

2ðm � 1Þ

ldðk;m � 1Þ
þ 1 � að Þmax gbðmÞ � 1; 0½ � ð3Þ

Although log-MMSE removes noise well, many noises that cannot be separated still remain,

implying that the log-MMSE algorithm separating the pure signal and the noisy signal cannot

be completely separated. Adding the discrete wavelet transform might be a proper solution for

this problem. The discrete wavelet transform can start from the frequency domain instead of

the time domain and can separate the specific noise very well.

In the discrete wavelet transform process, we first set a critical threshold λ. This threshold

value distinguishes whether the wavelet coefficients are caused by noise or signal. When the

coefficients are greater than λ, they are considered to be mainly caused by the signal, and this

part needs to be retained. In contrast, if the coefficients are less than λ, they are considered to

be caused by the noise and need to be removed. The wavelet coefficients are then subjected to

an inverse wavelet transform operation to obtain the wavelet transform-denoised signal.

The implementation of the wavelet transform requires several steps. The first step is select-

ing the wavelet base: we often try to choose wavelets that simultaneously exhibit orthogonality,

high vanishing moment, tight branching, symmetry, and asymmetry. However, this is not

always possible because only Haar wavelets are symmetric and asymmetric simultaneously.

Moreover, high vanishing moments and tight branching are contradictory and cannot exist

simultaneously. Therefore, the choice of the appropriate wavelet to use in a given application

must rely on the characteristics of the signal, and, as a rule, wavelets with tight branches are

the most typical choice. Second, the choice of the threshold value directly impacts the denois-

ing effect. Third, the choice of the threshold function is also crucial; different inverse functions

reflect different strategies for processing the wavelet coefficients, and it is a rule for correcting

the wavelet coefficients. In the threshold selection process, we use the traditional wavelet trans-

form threshold selection method; the absolute value of each element in the signal x(i) is sorted

in ascending order and squared to obtain the sequence F(s) as shown in Eq (4).

FðsÞ ¼ ðsortðjxjÞÞ2 ðs ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ;N � 1Þ : ð4Þ

Suppose that the square root of the sth element of F(s) is expressed as shown in Eq (5).

ds ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
FðsÞ

p
ðs ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ;N � 1Þ ð5Þ
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Then, the risk arising from this threshold is shown in Eq (6).

riskðsÞ ¼ ½N � 2sþ
Xs

i¼1

FðiÞ þ ðN � sÞFðN � sÞ�=N ð6Þ

If the value of s corresponding to the minimum risk point is taken according to the risk

function, the threshold function can be defined as in Eq (7).

ds ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
FðsminÞ

p
ð7Þ

In this study, s is considered the 0th element in the threshold selection for processing. The

two most commonly used functions are the hard and soft thresholding functions. In addition,

the Garrote function can be considered. This function steps in between the soft and hard

thresholding functions. Moving on to the choice of threshold, we first need to confirm the

desired denoising effect, which can be determined using the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the

signal and the root mean square error (RMSE) of the estimated signal and the original signal.

Eq (8) is the basic expression for the wavelet transform after the basic wavelet has been shift

transformed.

WL o; gð Þ ¼
1
ffiffiffiffi
o
p

Z 1

� 1

f tð Þ∗c
t � n
o

� �

dt ð8Þ

where the soft threshold function is shown in Eq (9).

wε ¼
sgn wð Þ½ � wj j � εð Þ wj j � ε

0 wj j < ε

(

ð9Þ

As shown in Fig 4, the wavelet transform denoising process undergoes three steps: wavelet

decomposition, signal separation, and wavelet reconstruction. In this study, we selected the d8

parameter for wavelet decomposition operation. In particular, d8 is the 8th-order wavelet tree,

which separates the noisy signal from the pure signal more effectively than the d4 parameter.

Finally, a purer signal is output after wavelet reconstruction.

Fig 4. Wavelet structure.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0283440.g004
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In this study, we use the discrete wavelet transform to solve the noise log-MMSE cannot

handle. However, adding the wavelet transform also poses certain problems. This is because

wavelet transform cuts for a specific threshold of noise can lead to instability of the audio,

making the audio break, bursts, distortion, and so forth. Nevertheless, we found that the spec-

tral reduction method takes advantage of the uncorrelated characteristics of additive noise and

speech, and can replace the spectrum of noise during the presence of speech with the estimated

value of the noise spectrum measured without a speech gap, which can alleviate the problems

caused by the wavelet transform effectively.

Spectral subtraction and wavelet transform are similar in that they both deal with audio

information in the frequency domain. The main equation is shown in Eq (10), where Fk(x) is

the frequency domain representation of the speech at a specific moment, and Dð�Þ is the noise

segment calculation function. A and b are two constants for the over-subtraction and gain

compensation factors, respectively.

jF̂kðxÞj
2
¼

jFkðxÞj
2
� a� DðxÞ; jFkðxÞj

2
� a� DðxÞ

b� DðxÞ; jFkðxÞj
2
< a� DðxÞ

8
<

:
ð10Þ

Results

We experimented with male and female voices, long and short sentences, extra lexical words,

and different voice tones. All experimental results indicated that a higher speech synthesis

quality was achieved after adding the new module.

We experimentally observed the training process of the model and evaluated the model’s

performance. Fig 5 is the three stages of the alignment link in the iterative training process of

the synthesizer. As shown in Fig 5, the synthesizer is iteratively trained to achieve smooth

alignment at a specific number of steps. Fig 6 exemplifies the Mel tone spectrogram quality.

When the iterative training reaches step X, the loss value is 0.38270, which has dropped to a

satisfactory result. Furthermore The deviation of the predicted spectrum from the actual Mel-

spectrogram is minimal, indicating that the model can synthesize speech audio accurately.

As shown in Fig 7, we compared the waveforms of the original audio with those obtained

after noise reduction obtained experimentally and plotted separately the noise waveforms,

which cannot be clearly visualized in the plotted waveforms because the noise and the human

voice waveforms are superimposed. In the experimental process, we compared the original

sound with the sound after noise reduction processing in several sets of audio files and mea-

sured the audio files in terms of the MOS, PESQ, and CD measures. Table 1 shows that the

quality of the processed audio information was significantly improved compared with the

audio before processing.

We also experimented with the processing of long sentences. In particular, we used long

sentences, paragraphs, and utterances. By experimenting with sentences of different lengths,

the sentence lengths necessary for optimal quality of the output audio were determined. We

Fig 5. Smooth curve change graph during training.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0283440.g005
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also experimented with extra-dictionary vocabulary by inputting homemade individual words

into the system.

In this study, we implemented a simple speech synthesis system based on the SV2TTS-

related module and confirmed its benefits compared to existing methods. We also added a

Fig 6. Iterating over 28,500 steps of the Mel-spectrogram.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0283440.g006

Fig 7. Experimental waveform comparison chart.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0283440.g007
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noise reduction module to the system. We used an English dataset for training. Here, we

describe the specific procedures of several experiments.

The open-source dataset Librispeech ASR corpus was used in the experiments, which has a

large number of pure speech audio files. Due to equipment limitations, we used approximately

1000 audio files for the training dataset. Moreover, we tested different types of audio, including

voices from older adults, children, men, women, and celebrities. Roughly 20 testing sets were

conducted for each type, using five different audio files as input for each set.

For noise reduction, we conducted several sets of experiments to demonstrate the feasibility

of the method. In particular, we conducted ablation experiments using the source output

audio as the reference audio. We explored the audio quality scores after using the log-MMSE

algorithm alone, the audio quality scores of the log-MMSE algorithm combined with the wave-

let transform, and the audio quality scores of the wavelet transform combined with the log-

MMSE algorithm for spectral subtraction, respectively. Moreover, several evaluation metrics,

such as MOS, SNRseg, WSS, STOI, PESQ, and CD, were used to evaluate various aspects of

the audio. Among these, MOS scores the final quality of the audio, SNRseg evaluates the seg-

mental signal-to-noise ratio of different audio, WSS is a weighted spectral skew measure where

a smaller score indicates less distortion, STOI evaluates the intelligibility of the speech, PESQ

evaluates the quality of the speech more statistically, and CD. Note that the higher the score,

the better the performance of the speech. The experimental results are shown in Table 2. We

found that the audio quality maintained an improving trend, even though the metrics fluctu-

ated slightly.

The performance of the proposed model was further evaluated by objectively analyzing the

audio quality of the speech synthesized by different models. Moreover, since it is impossible to

compare parameters through the corresponding reference audio, we still choose to use MOS

indicators and PESQ indicators, which can show the audio quality more intuitively. Table 3

Table 1. MOS standard comparison table.

Signal MOS" PESQ" CD"

Row signal 2.12 1.17 8.20

De-noise signal 3.85 3.55 8.93

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0283440.t001

Table 2. Speech noise reduction ablation experiment table.

Signal MOS" SNRseg" WSS# STOI" PESQ" CD"

log-MMSE 3.04 10.73 37.47 0.95 1.81 8.85

log-MMSE + wavelets 3.34 11.82 24.06 0.96 2.59 8.64

log-MMSE + wavelets (with Spectrum subtraction) 3.85 13.70 15.84 0.99 3.55 8.93

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0283440.t002

Table 3. MOS standard comparison table.

Signal MOS" PESQ" CD"

DeepVoice 2.25 1.78 9.41

Tacotron2 3.45 2.83 7.99

SV2TTS 2.12 1.17 8.20

Fastspeech2 3.52 1.65 8.99

ours 3.85 3.55 8.93

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0283440.t003
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shows that our audio quality is higher than that synthesized with other models. In addition, we

measured the CD index. In this index, our model also showed relatively good results. The eval-

uation results can be seen in Table 3. As shown in Table 3, the comprehensive evaluation of

our generated speech audio outperforms other models. The proposed method is superior in

fluency, naturalness, and clarity compared with the audio synthesized by other models.

We constructed a system to present our speech synthesis results visually. The features of the

speaker’s voice were extracted by inputting multiple short audio files of the same speaker; after

obtaining enough rhythmic information, a UMAP graph was generated where data clusters

were constructed, and embeddings were selected from the data clusters as acoustic features

of the synthesized audio. The speech quality of the synthesized audio was improved by using

the noise reduction function module. In this case, the acoustic features in each input audio

appeared as clusters in the UMAP visualization view. If the UMAP plot is considered a coordi-

nate system, the acoustic feature points in similar domains indicate the similarity of their

acoustic features. The sound spectrum graph of the original and the synthesized audio can also

be visualized.

Conclusion

In this study, we use various algorithms to improve the quality of the audio synthesized by

the speech cloning system. Among the improvements performed to the synthesizer, the code

structure was improved in terms of long sentence processing. After testing, the long sentences

synthesized by the speech cloning system are more natural and less prone to sound blurring.

Furthermore, a structure for self-made vocabulary pronunciation was added. This structure

allows the speech cloning system to pronounce special words. In addition, the preprocessing

structure was improved by introducing a novel feedforward network, trained using a smaller

computational cost, improving the training efficiency. Finally, we implemented a multi-algo-

rithm speech-denoising module for noise reduction of the model. From the experimental

results, we can see that the multi-algorithm speech-denoising module can improve the audio

quality produced by speech cloning, and the complementary advantages of wavelet transform

algorithm, log-MMSE algorithm, and spectral subtraction algorithm denoising significantly

improved the produced speech quality.

Nevertheless, as a recently developed speech processing subtask, the speech cloning project

has room for improvement. After the experiments, we found that although the speech cloning

system was relatively well-functioning, some directions are worth studying. First, the training

cost of the three modules, including the time cost and the number of datasets, is huge. There-

fore, how to use a smaller number of datasets to lightweight the model is a subsequent stream

of research. Second, when conducting tests, we found that some synonyms and near-syno-

nyms still have a gap compared with natural human voices after speech cloning. Finally, owing

to the excellent performance of the transformer structure, which has been an increasing study

topic in recent years for natural language processing tasks, we believe that it can replace the

Tacotron structure for better speech cloning tasks.
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